The histogram volume structure presented in The histogram volume structure presented in this paper captures information about the this paper captures information about the boundaries. boundaries.
, f f ' ' and and f f '' ''
Three dimension graph is applied to illustrate the relationship between x x, f f , , f f ' ' and and f f '' ''. With a tool to detect these curves and their position, one could generate an opacity function.
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The Histogram Volume
Histogram Volume Structure Histogram Volume Structure
There is one axis for each of the tree quantities f f , , f f ' ' and and f f '' '' , , and each axis is divided into some number of (one-dimensional) bins, causing the interior volume to be divided into a three dimensional array of bins. 2. The value stored in each bin signifies the number of voxels in the origin volume within that some combination of ranges of these three variables.
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Histogram Histogram Volume Creation Volume Creation
The approach in this paper is to measure f f and its directional and its directional derivatives exactly derivatives exactly once per once per voxel voxel , at the , at the origin sample points origin sample points Opacity functions of data value (or adding gradient magnitude) gradient magnitude)
Two important functions are defined as follows: g(v g(v )
) is the average first directional derivative of f f over all the positions x
x at which f(
x f(x ) = v ) = v, and h(v h(v )
) is likewise the average second directional derivative at value v v.
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Background Why does it make sense to study multi-dimensional transfer function? There are many features of interest in volume that are difficult to extract and visual with 1D transfer functions, such as a complex combination of boundaries between multiple materials in CT or MRI. Why is it difficult to find a multi-dimensional transfer function? It is obvious that it is difficult to determine an appropriate transfer function. Also it is hard to extend from one-dimension to high dimension.
